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adobe acrobat xi pro portable is a new version of the acrobat xi program. this program allows users to view, edit, sign, copy,
organize and email pdf files. adobe acrobat xi pro portable is available for windows 7 and mac os x 10.5. the acrobat pro xi sdk

includes a full-featured html application programming interface (api) for working with acrobat technology, including acrobat html,
acrobat xml, and acrobat javascript. the sdk also contains some sample code, documentation, a simple utility, and sample projects

to build acrobat xml applications. the acrobat sdk is available for free for developers only. to develop applications that integrate
with acrobat technology, you must have a valid subscription to acrobat professional or acrobat xi. this license can be added to a
current subscription to acrobat professional or acrobat xi or purchased separately. in this post, i show how to export powerpoint

presentations using acrobat pro xi to a portable file (pdf) so that you can continue working on the slides or share the presentation
with another person. i also show how to import the pdf into powerpoint so you can continue working on the slides or create a new

presentation. the acrobat pro sdk includes a full-featured, rich-client api for working with acrobat technology. the api includes
acrobat html, acrobat xml, acrobat javascript, the acrobat plug-in, and the acrobat javascript plug-in. the api is available for free for

developers only. to develop applications that integrate with acrobat technology, you must have a valid subscription to acrobat
professional or acrobat xi.
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if you are an acrobat xi subscriber, then you can use the portable tools available in the acrobat xi sdk to export a powerpoint
presentation to pdf format. the acrobat xi sdk includes a full-featured html application programming interface (api) for working with
acrobat technology, including acrobat html, acrobat xml, acrobat javascript, the acrobat plug-in, and the acrobat javascript plug-in.

the acrobat xi sdk also contains sample code, documentation, a simple utility, and sample projects to build acrobat xml applications.
the acrobat xi sdk is available for free for developers only. acrobat xi pro has a new document view with a single view of the

document, which makes it easier to view every page. it also has a new page info window that gives you access to all of your page
properties, including a new page info & toc window that gives you access to the document's table of contents and outline. with

acrobat xi pro, you can create and save pdfs in the new landscape orientation. acrobat xi pro has a new viewer that lets you
annotate and comment on a document, which gives you a better overview of the document. the content panel on the viewer's

toolbar lets you navigate through all of the available content and metadata of a document, as well as add annotations and
comments. acrobat xi pro has several new tools for interacting with other acrobat products, including its ability to open files in

indesign. acrobat xi pro lets you share and interact with files using various social networks, including facebook and twitter. you can
also send a document to your email address using the new service provider. you can also print to pdf files, and you can print to

other acrobat xi pro-compatible products, such as ms word and excel. 5ec8ef588b
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